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Advanced Zaps for Nonprofits

Advanced Zaps for Nonprofits

Classy integrates with Zapier to empower organizations in streamlining 

workflows and simplifying repetitive tasks. This means nonprofits can transform 

manual, time-consuming processes into automated, efficient routines.

Discover how to stretch the boundaries of what’s possible on Classy with the 

Zaps (automated workflows that link apps) outlined below. 

Start saving time today.

https://www.classy.org/integrations/zapier/
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We recommend referencing 

the Classy Transaction ID 

when naming the transaction 

record in your CRM. This 

makes it easier to find the right 

record when later searching 

and ensures each record has  

a unique name.

This Zap will create a new corresponding record 

in the customer relationship management (CRM) 

platform and associate it with the supporter’s 

contact record in the CRM to track all donations and 

attributes appropriately.

When creating a record in your CRM for each 

transaction, we recommend using an object that 

supports monetary values, such as deals (HubSpot), 

opportunities (Salesforce), or similar. This will 

allow you to see all transactions associated with a 

supporter and measure their lifetime value (LTV) to 

your organization.

Unlocking Donor Insights

Create a Deal in HubSpot When a New Transaction Is Made in Classy

https://zapier.com/shared/f07ca9f0c1e2ba6ada3f595fddb9b957ab34dedf
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This Zap ensures that your CRM’s record stage and 

status for each Classy transaction stays current. 

This is crucial for a CRM like HubSpot because 

the stage impacts the deal counting toward the 

contact’s total revenue property value, which 

is used to measure LTV. Moving refunded or 

otherwise unsuccessful transactions to a stage like 

Unsuccessful marked in the system as Closed Lost 

won’t count toward your LTV.

When recording donations in the CRM, including the Classy Transaction ID allows for 

easier and more efficient updates to those records in the future, particularly when 

triggered by the Updated Transaction trigger.

There’s a five-minute delay in creating a new transaction record to ensure the 

donor’s contact record gets created first in the CRM. Otherwise, both Zaps could run 

simultaneously, and the transaction-related Zap might return an error because it can’t 

find the relevant contact record.

Update a Deal in HubSpot When a Transaction Status Is Updated in Classy

https://zapier.com/shared/076429884f413c4707a0c97ea8e58ae90c546acb
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You may need to create a new pipeline in your CRM to store transaction records from 

Classy. In this example, we’ve created a new pipeline in HubSpot with customized stages 

for each transaction status. Note that the Success stage appears as Deal Probability 

= Won. This results in the deal value counting toward the contact’s LTV (represented in 

HubSpot as Total Revenue).

With the Zaps fully configured, you’ll find valuable high-level data about your supporters 

alongside granular details about each donation they’ve made, including the associated 

campaign and the marketing channel responsible for driving it (as long as you use Classy’s 

source codes on your links).

Each CRM and donor database is different, so it’s crucial to understand how the data 

appears in your platform and build your Zaps accordingly. The key is to avoid a flat data 

model where everything gets sent to the contact’s overall record, and each new donation 

overwrites the last.

https://support.classy.org/s/article/source-codes
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Using your Google Sheets for macro-level reporting, we recommend avoiding syncing 

personal information, like name, email, phone number, and location, to ensure data 

security. Instead, use fields like Supporter ID and Transaction ID to track supporters 

and their donations.

Restrict the Google Sheet you use to store donations so that only people with access 

can open the link since it may contain sensitive and personally identifiable information.

Data-Driven Decision-Making

Create a New Row in Google Sheets for Each New Transaction in Classy

https://zapier.com/shared/09e9c04b4e39d50c84e493d0f90c2903f75bf26c
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We also recommend creating a Classy Data Tracker Google Sheet with tabs for supporters 

and transactions. This will allow you to use both data types in your dashboard.

With your spreadsheet set up and syncing data, create a new Google Looker Studio report 

and select Add Data. Choose Google Sheets, then find the Classy Donation Trackers sheet 

you connected to Classy via Zapier. Once connected, build your report with any relevant 

Classy data to ensure it will stay updated with new supporters and transactions.
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Save the email as a draft in the 

development team or person’s 

email account or automatically 

send it on their behalf. 

While you can use the free 

GPT-3.5 model in the ChatGPT 

set, this Zap works best with 

one of the available GPT-4 

models. This requires additional setup (such as an API key) and incurs a small cost each 

time the action runs, but the output was far superior to the output of GPT-3.5 in our tests.

This advanced Zap allows an organization’s 

development team to easily create a personalized 

thank-you email using ChatGPT for each donation 

based on available details about the donor from 

Classy and HubSpot. 

Hyperpersonalized Donor Communications

Send a Personalized Thank-You Email for Each New Transaction in Classy

https://zapier.com/shared/860c05a3e21b8a875374e2b4a7509d49798224be
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Here’s an example of a prompt used in the ChatGPT step. We recommend including 

a thank-you email template that’s on brand and serves as the basis for what ChatGPT 

personalizes using additional contact-specific details.

As you can see, the output is much more specific when using GPT-4 versus GPT-3.5. Note 

that this isn’t a real organization.
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This Zap looks for a change to the gender property in 

HubSpot and appropriately updates the supporter’s 

corresponding Classy record. This is helpful in ensuring 

your development team addresses supporters 

correctly, and your demographic reporting within 

Classy is accurate.

This Zap ensures that if a contact’s first name changes 

in HubSpot, it gets reflected in Classy. If, like many 

organizations, you use the personalization feature in 

Classy’s email tools to address each supporter by their 

first name, this helps you avoid using the wrong name, 

which could be impersonal or offensive.

Someone’s name may have changed due to a change 

in managing donations in a household or because 

someone has elected to change their name to better 

express who they are.

When a Supporter’s Gender Changes in HubSpot, 

Update Their Gender Change in Classy

Keeping Classy Data Up to Date

When a Supporter’s First Name Changes in HubSpot, Update Their First Name 

in Classy

https://zapier.com/shared/f587d1f5af7871719bec9f523ad2693501b5b1db
https://zapier.com/shared/f587d1f5af7871719bec9f523ad2693501b5b1db
https://zapier.com/shared/d9f99d3a93479cb24db1eb400cebbef8a2109703
https://zapier.com/shared/d9f99d3a93479cb24db1eb400cebbef8a2109703
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When a Supporter’s Location Changes in HubSpot, 

Update Their Location Change in Classy

This Zap looks for changes to the supporter’s  

location in HubSpot. Since the New Property 

Change trigger can only look at one property at a 

time, the template focuses on the most granular 

property—Street Address. 

If that changes, the Zap will refresh all relevant 

location fields in Classy, including Street Address, 

City, State, Country, and Postal Code. Note that 

HubSpot uses one Street Address field, whereas 

Classy has two Street Address fields. 

This creates the potential for data quality issues. 

As such, we recommend using the Zap to clear any 

potential value for the second Street Address field in 

Classy when updating the first Street Address field.

https://zapier.com/shared/a356116dcfb478ca4e0bcf47a796a41d441af2b5
https://zapier.com/shared/a356116dcfb478ca4e0bcf47a796a41d441af2b5
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Start Automating Today

One of the many advantages of leveraging Classy’s Zapier integration is the 

wealth of helpful resources, video trainings, and content to guide you in your 

integration and automation journey. 

Get started today! 

 → How to Set Up and Use the Classy and Zapier Integration

 → Classy and Zapier Nonprofit Integration (Contains FAQs)

 → The Best Zapier Apps for Nonprofits to Amplify Fundraising

 → Classy Integration Page (Outlines, Triggers, and Actions)

 → Zapier Learn (Free Self-Paced Training Modules)

 → Zapier University - Course 101 (YouTube Playlist)

https://support.classy.org/s/article/zapier-and-classy
https://www.classy.org/integrations/zapier/
https://www.classy.org/blog/best-zapier-apps/
https://zapier.com/apps/classy/integrations
https://learn.zapier.com/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcFpLbKfavFwFmQj8rPlVFFRrcKApYl7X

